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Differential Prediction of High School Achievement Using Single Score and
Multiple Factor Tests of Mental Ability 1957 the contents of this book continues the
theme as in the previous volume on cultural patterns and cognitive patterns in the east and
west with special regard to those patterns which are determined by our natural genetic
endownments in contrast to those patterns which are influenced by our cultural east west
influences and within this context a unique flavour is given to the good life aspects of
adapting to this global community the chapters written by leading neuroscientists give an
overarching picture from the elementary organisational principles of the human brain
through the basic perceptual and motor functions of the brain to the highest levels of
cognition including aesthetical or moral judgments with an eye on what can be called good
life in both eastern and western cultures a unique compilation of state of the art overviews
of how the human brain is organised and functions in order to achieve high level of social
moral or aesthetic thoughts across cultures contents preface j vasbinder and b gulyás
introduction sydney brenner neuronal circuits action observation as a visual process
different classes of actions engage distinct regions of human ppc guy a orban the power of
single cases examples from the early visual pathway and from visual art ernst pöppel and
yan bao emergence of higher cognitive functions imitation mechanisms and importance for
human culture giacomo rizzolatti brain mechanisms of tool use that advance our knowledge
beyond the border neural correlates of proto language in the monkey brain atsushi iriki and
kevin w mccairn conscious processing unity in time rather than in space wolf singer highest
cognitive functions overcoming monocausalitis by complementarity as a generative
principle and a thought pattern exemplified with aesthetic appreciations and the arts yan
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bao and ernst pöppel modelling levels of consciousness for language development in
infants a feature based approach helena hong gao individual differences in math
achievement finland and singapore kerry lee and pirjo aunio moral progress requires a
coupling between empathy and reason a social neuroscience perspective jean decety
appendix the video and presentation links readership students and researchers interested
in following cultural and behavioral patterns with respect to their neurobiological
foundations keywords cultures cognitive patterns cultural patterns behavioral
patternsreview key features contributions from world renowned neuroscientistsfocus on
highest level neurocognitive functions including perception action learningjudgements on
aesthetics morals and good life
Cultural Patterns And Neurocognitive Circuits Ii: East-west Connections 2017-12-26
concentrates on how to make predictions about the numbers of each kind of basic state of
a quantum system from only two ingredients the symmetry and linear model of quantum
mechanics method has wide applications in crystallography atomic structure classification
of manifolds with symmetry and other areas engaging and vivid style driven by numerous
exercises and examples systematic organization separate solutions manual available
Linearity, Symmetry, and Prediction in the Hydrogen Atom 2006-06-18 a probing
examination of the dynamic history of predictive methods and values in science and
engineering that helps us better understand today s cultures of prediction the ability to
make reliable predictions based on robust and replicable methods is a defining feature of
the scientific endeavor allowing engineers to determine whether a building will stand up or
where a cannonball will strike cultures of prediction which bridges history and philosophy
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uncovers the dynamic history of prediction in science and engineering over four centuries
ann johnson and johannes lenhard identify four different cultures or modes of prediction in
the history of science and engineering rational empirical iterative numerical and
exploratory iterative they show how all four develop together and interact with one another
while emphasizing that mathematization is not a single unitary process but one that has
taken many forms the story is not one of the triumph of abstract mathematics or
technology but of how different modes of prediction complementary concepts of
mathematization and technology coevolved building what the authors call cultures of
prediction the first part of the book examines prediction from early modernity up to the
computer age the second part probes computer related cultures of prediction which focus
on making things and testing their performance often in computer simulations this new
orientation challenges basic tenets of the philosophy of science in which scientific theories
and models are predominantly seen as explanatory rather than predictive it also influences
the types of research projects that scientists and engineers undertake as well as which
ones receive support from funding agencies
Cultures of Prediction 2024-05-07 this collection presents educational assessment research
from latin america adding to a relatively small but growing body of research considering
educational assessment and evaluation issues in this large region the predominance of
chile reflects its early highly centralized education system and the fact that it adopted
national testing before other latin american countries it was also an early participant in
international assessment programmes other countries have followed the trend of
implementing national testing and to a lesser extent participating in international surveys
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the complementary development of technical expertise in quantitative research methods
has enabled extensive analysis of the large data sets generated by these testing and
assessment programmes taken together the evidence reported provides a means not only
of reviewing educational quality issues in latin america but also of facilitating comparisons
that allow the context specificity of equivalent research conducted in western developed
countries to be considered the chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of assessment in education principles policy and practice
Educational Assessment in Latin America 2019-07-23 mathematical anxiety is a
feeling of tension apprehension or fear which arises when a person is faced with
mathematical content the negative consequences of mathematical anxiety are well
documented students with high levels of mathematical anxiety might underperform in
important test situations they tend to hold negative attitudes towards mathematics and
they are likely to opt out of elective mathematics courses which also affects their career
opportunities although at the university level many students do not continue to study
mathematics social science students are confronted with the fact that their disciplines
involve learning about statistics another potential source of anxiety for students who are
uncomfortable with dealing with numerical content research on mathematical anxiety is a
truly interdisciplinary field with contributions from educational developmental cognitive
social and neuroscience researchers the current collection of papers demonstrates the
diversity of the field offering both new empirical contributions and reviews of existing
studies the contributors also outline future directions for this line of research
Mathematical and Statistics Anxiety: Educational, Social, Developmental and Cognitive
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Perspectives 2017-01-19 statistical models attempt to describe and quantify relationships
between variables in the models presented in this chapter there is a response variable
sometimes called dependent variable and at least one predictor variable sometimes called
independent or explanatory variable when investigating a possible cause and effect type of
relationship the response variable is the putative effect and the predictors are the
hypothesized causes typically there is a main predictor variable of interest other predictors
in the model are called covariates unknown covariates or other independent variables not
controlled in an experiment or analysis can affect the dependent or outcome variable and
mislead the conclusions made from the inquiry bock velleman de veaux 2009 a p value p
measures the statistical significance of the observed relationship given the model p is the
probability that a relationship is seen by mere chance the smaller the p value the more
confident we can be that the pattern seen in the data 2 is not random in the type of models
examined here the r measures the prop tion of the variation in the response variable that is
explained by the predictors 2 specified in the model if r is close to 1 then almost all the
variation in the response variable has been explained this measure is also known as the
multiple correlation coefficient statistical studies can be grouped into two types
experimental and observational
The Power of Implicit Theories for Learning in Different Educational Contexts
2021-12-20 published annually since 1985 the handbook series provides a compendium of
thorough and integrative literature reviews on a diverse array of topics of interest to the
higher education scholarly and policy communities each chapter provides a comprehensive
review of research findings on a selected topic critiques the research literature in terms of
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its conceptual and methodological rigor and sets forth an agenda for future research
intended to advance knowledge on the chosen topic the handbook focuses on a
comprehensive set of central areas of study in higher education that encompasses the
salient dimensions of scholarly and policy inquiries undertaken in the international higher
education community each annual volume contains chapters on such diverse topics as
research on college students and faculty organization and administration curriculum and
instruction policy diversity issues economics and finance history and philosophy community
colleges advances in research methodology and more the series is fortunate to have
attracted annual contributions from distinguished scholars throughout the world
Prediction of First Semester Criteria at the Air Force Academy 1957 the essential
reference for human development theory updatedand reconceptualized the handbook of
child psychology and developmentalscience a four volume reference is the field defining
work towhich all others are compared first published in 1946 and now inits seventh edition
the handbook has long been consideredthe definitive guide to the field of developmental
science volume 3 social emotional and personality developmentpresentsup to date
knowledge and theoretical understanding of theseveral facets of social emotional and
personality processes thevolume emphasizes that any specific processes function
orbehavior discussed in the volume co occurs alongside and isinextricably affected by the
dozens of other processes functions or behaviors that are the focus of other researchers
work as aresult the volume underscores the importance of a focus on thewhole developing
child and his or her sociocultural and historicalenvironment understand the multiple
processes that are interrelated inpersonality development discover the individual cultural
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social and economicprocesses that contribute to the social emotional and
personalitydevelopment of individuals learn about the several individual and contextual
contributionsto the development of such facets of the individual as morality spirituality or
aggressive violent behavior study the processes that contribute to the development
ofgender sexuality motivation and social engagement the scholarship within this volume
and as well across the fourvolumes of this edition illustrate that developmental science isin
the midst of a very exciting period there is a paradigm shiftthat involves increasingly
greater understanding of how todescribe explain and optimize the course of human life
fordiverse individuals living within diverse contexts thishandbook is the definitive reference
for educators policy makers researchers students and practitioners in humandevelopment
psychology sociology anthropology andneuroscience
Prediction of First Semester Criteria at the Air Force Academy 1957 complete coverage of
administration scoring interpretation and reporting expert advice on avoiding common
pitfalls conveniently formatted for rapid reference the hands on guide for confidently
administering scoring and interpreting the wj iv tests ofachievement written by nancy
mather and barbara j wendling two expertson the topic essentials of wj iv tests of
achievement provides step by step guidance foradministering scoring and interpreting the
achievement portion ofthe wj iv designed to be an easy to use reference the text goes
beyond the information found in the wjiv test manual to offer full explanations of thetests
and clusters on the wj iv ach thisessential guide also explains the meaning of all scores
andinterpretive features and includes valuable advice on clinicalapplications and
illuminating case studies essentials of wj iv tests of achievementcontains concise chapters
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that feature numerous callout boxeshighlighting key concepts bulleted points and test
yourself questions separate chapter on the use and interpretation of the wjiv tests of oral
language and how the wjiv ach and wj iv ol can be usedtogether to increase diagnostic
utility expert assessment of the test s relative strengths andweaknesses this accessible
resource highlights the most informative aspectsof wj iv ach points out common errors
andreviews the complexities of administration and scoring thewoodcock johnson tests of
achievement
Opportunities on improving student motivation at all levels of education 2023-09-26
algorithmic probability and friends proceedings of the ray solomonoff 85th memorial
conference is a collection of original work and surveys the solomonoff 85th memorial
conference was held at monash university s clayton campus in melbourne australia as a
tribute to pioneer ray solomonoff 1926 2009 honouring his various pioneering works most
particularly his revolutionary insight in the early 1960s that the universality of universal
turing machines utms could be used for universal bayesian prediction and artificial
intelligence machine learning this work continues to increasingly influence and under pin
statistics econometrics machine learning data mining inductive inference search algorithms
data compression theories of general intelligence and philosophy of science and
applications of these areas ray not only envisioned this as the path to genuine artificial
intelligence but also still in the 1960s anticipated stages of progress in machine intelligence
which would ultimately lead to machines surpassing human intelligence ray warned of the
need to anticipate and discuss the potential consequences and dangers sooner rather than
later possibly foremostly ray solomonoff was a fine happy frugal and adventurous human
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being of gentle resolve who managed to fund himself while electing to conduct so much of
his paradigm changing research outside of the university system the volume contains 35
papers pertaining to the abovementioned topics in tribute to ray solomonoff and his legacy
Quality Research in Literacy and Science Education 2008-12-30 from random security
checks at airports to the use of risk assessment in sentencing actuarial methods are being
used more than ever to determine whom law enforcement officials target and punish and
with the exception of racial profiling on our highways and streets most people favor these
methods because they believe they re a more cost effective way to fight crime in against
prediction bernard e harcourt challenges this growing reliance on actuarial methods these
prediction tools he demonstrates may in fact increase the overall amount of crime in
society depending on the relative responsiveness of the profiled populations to heightened
security they may also aggravate the difficulties that minorities already have obtaining
work education and a better quality of life thus perpetuating the pattern of criminal
behavior ultimately harcourt shows how the perceived success of actuarial methods has
begun to distort our very conception of just punishment and to obscure alternate visions of
social order in place of the actuarial he proposes instead a turn to randomization in
punishment and policing the presumption harcourt concludes should be against prediction
Higher Education: Handbook of Theory and Research 2013-02-12 in this original book
on model predictive control mpc for power electronics the focus is put on high power
applications with multilevel converters operating at switching frequencies well below 1 khz
such as medium voltage drives and modular multi level converters consisting of two main
parts the first offers a detailed review of three phase power electronics electrical machines
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carrier based pulse width modulation optimized pulse patterns state of the art converter
control methods and the principle of mpc the second part is an in depth treatment of mpc
methods that fully exploit the performance potential of high power converters these control
methods combine the fast control responses of deadbeat control with the optimal steady
state performance of optimized pulse patterns by resolving the antagonism between the
two mpc is expected to evolve into the control method of choice for power electronic
systems operating at low pulse numbers with multiple coupled variables and tight operating
constraints it model predictive control of high power converters and industrial drives will
enable to reader to learn how to increase the power capability of the converter lower the
current distortions reduce the filter size achieve very fast transient responses and ensure
the reliable operation within safe operating area constraints targeted at power electronic
practitioners working on control related aspects as well as control engineers the material is
intuitively accessible and the mathematical formulations are augmented by illustrations
simple examples and a book companion website featuring animations readers benefit from
a concise and comprehensive treatment of mpc for industrial power electronics enabling
them to understand implement and advance the field of high performance mpc schemes
Handbook of Child Psychology and Developmental Science, Socioemotional Processes
2015-03-31 this book provides an overview of the developments in the area of bayesian
evaluation of informative hypotheses that took place since the publication of the rst paper
on this topic in 2001 hoijtink h con rmatory latent class analysis model selection using
bayes factors and pseudo likelihood ratio statistics multivariate behavioral research 36 563
588 the current state of a airs was presented and discussed by the authors of this book
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during a workshop in utrecht in june 2007 here we would like to thank all authors for their
participation ideas and contributions we would also like to thank sophie van der zee for her
editorial e orts during the construction of this book another word of thanks is due to john
kimmel of springer for his con dence in the editors and authors finally we would like to
thank the netherlands organization for scienti c research nwo whose vici grant 453 05 002
awarded to the rst author enabled the organization of the workshop the writing of this book
and continuation of the research with respect to bayesian evaluation of informative
hypotheses
Essentials of WJ IV Tests of Achievement 2015-01-07 this is a clarification of and
development upon my previous work it includes a rework of concerning the weakest
coherent formalization of methodological skepticism as a bayesian updater and on the
finitist wolfram physics model then there is an outline of finite content theory and
mathematical notes in various areas digital phenomenology itself is the study of a finitist
and therefore discrete phenomenalism it also includes my work on predictive liquid
democracy where liquid democracy is combined with prediction markets the system allows
for local satisfaction of condorcet s jury theorem extended to multiple alternatives see the
part about predictive liquid democracy
Algorithmic Probability and Friends. Bayesian Prediction and Artificial Intelligence
2013-10-22 educational practices have rapidly changed in the last few decades especially
in how exchanges of information and learning are delivered and processed yet while the
field of international comparative studies has grown there has not been an extensive study
on the relationship between educational practices students and how practitioners are
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prepared and trained this handbook explores international educational practices and
behaviours through new research and a review of existing research with chapters spread
across six parts part i introduction to research practices in comparative studies of education
part ii research methods part iii policy transfer research through international comparisons
part iv use of student time in formal and informal settings part v school practices from early
childhood through secondary school part vi conclusion lessons from large scale studies
Prediction of Successful Nursing Performance 1978 there is no shortage of articles
and books exploring women s underrepresentation in science everyone is interested
academics politicians parents high school girls and boys women in search of college majors
administrators working to accommodate women s educational interests the list goes on but
one thing often missing is an evidence based examination of the problem uninfluenced by
personal opinions accounts of lived experiences anecdotes and the always encroaching
inputs of popular culture this is why this special issue of frontiers in psychology can make a
difference in it a diverse group of authors and researchers with even more diverse
viewpoints find themselves united by their empirical objective approaches to understanding
women s underrepresentation in science today the questions considered within this special
issue span academic disciplines methods levels of analysis and nature of analysis what
these article share is their scholarly evidence based approach to understanding a key issue
of our time
Prediction of Successful Nursing Performance 1978 the development of self and
emotional regulatory processes helps children to regulate their behavior based on their
cultural context and to develop positive social relationships this handbook brings together
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heretofore disparate literatures on self and emotional regulation brain and physiological
processes mastery motivation and atypical development to highlight how mastery
motivation is related to self regulation and to clarify the relation between these various
processes authors from a variety of countries and backgrounds provide an integrated up to
date review of the research and the key theoretical models to demonstrate how these
processes relate to cultural and individual differences in both typical and atypical
development the renowned editors all experts in a particular domain of self regulation
provide section opening chapters that review the literature provide a perspective that
explains the findings and suggest directions for future research although the focus is on
quantitative studies some qualitative findings and research using brain imaging
methodologies are included outstanding features include reviews the development of self
and emotional regulation from infancy through adolescence contributors from various
countries and backgrounds provide an integrative review of the literature to guide the
direction of future research features contributions from those who have had a strong
impact on self regulation research reviews research on developmental disorders that have
implications for self regulation there are four sections section one introduces the
development of self and emotional regulation this section reviews how self regulation
adapts based on personal and culturally based goals and how individual differences
predispose some to behavior disorders socialization influences are examined including a
look at when typical regulation processes go awry section 2 examines physiological and
brain processes as they relate to the development of typical and atypical processes along
with neurocognitive development of performance monitoring and how these processes
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change over time cortical activation differences and behavioral and electrocortical
measures of attentional bias section 3 reviews the development of self regulation and
mastery motivation including a review of the dimensions of mastery questionnaire dmq
cross national comparisons and what the dmq can tell us about self regulation the section
concludes with a look at the development of self regulation and mastery motivation in
individuals with a developmental disability section 4 examines self regulation in atypical
development and evidence based treatment approaches in children with adhd autism and
down syndrome this book is intended for researchers graduate students and practitioners in
psychology neuroscience human development and education interested in the development
of self and emotional regulatory processes
Against Prediction 2008-09-15 this handbook of personality theory and assessment 2
volume set constitutes an essential resource for shaping the future of the scientific
foundation of personality research measurement and practice it reviews the major
contemporary personality models volume 1 and associated psychometric measurement
instruments volume 2 that underpin the scientific study of this important area of
psychology with contributions from internationally renowned academics this work will be an
important reference work for a host of researchers and practitioners in the fields of
individual differences and personality assessment clinical psychology educational
psychology work and organizational psychology health psychology and other applied fields
as well volume 1 personality theories and models deals with the major theoretical models
underlying personality instruments and covers the following broad topics listed by section
heading explanatory models for personality comprehensive trait models key traits
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psychobiology key traits self regulation and stress new trait and dynamic trait constructs
applications
Model Predictive Control of High Power Converters and Industrial Drives
2016-09-27 examines the conditions under which motives to achieve are fostered in
children the papers included in this volume reflect the major traditions of research in the
field and bring together a set of studies for achieving a better understanding of the ways in
which achievement related personality characteristics develop and function in evaluative or
competitive situations
Type-3 Fuzzy Logic in Time Series Prediction 2008-09-08 what is creativity how does it work
how does it flourish in individuals and organizations now in its second edition this
bestselling introductory text written by one of the world s leading experts on the
psychology of creativity is completely updated and expanded to reflect the tremendous
growth in this field in a redesigned reader friendly format the text surveys the latest
theories and research to provide key information about what we know and don t know
about creativity including its many definitions and measures it addresses how creativity
operates on individual and social environmental levels and the effects and outcomes of the
creative mind this much praised book is an ideal brief text for courses on creativity in
psychology education business and other fields as well as cross disciplinary seminars and
programs in creativity studies new to the second edition completely updated and expanded
with new theories and research restructured to enhance flow of information and ease of use
new chapters on measuring creativity creativity and mental health creative environments
how creativity is perceived by self and society and its positive and negative aspects
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coverage of new models and frameworks expanded coverage of creativity and motivation
mental illness and mood history of creativity research the creative process and
neuroscientific theories and approaches thorough reconceptualization of creativity and
personality new content on differences between creativity imagination and innovation
expanded coverage of creativity assessment key features surveys theory research and
applications of creativity concisely and accessibly written in an engaging style by a world
renowned creativity expert ideal for courses on creativity in psychology education business
and other fields as well as cross disciplinary seminars
Bayesian Evaluation of Informative Hypotheses 2023-11-22 the essential reference for
human development theory updated and reconceptualized the handbook of child
psychology and developmental science a four volume reference is the field defining work to
which all others are compared first published in 1946 and now in its seventh edition the
handbook has long been considered the definitive guide to the field of developmental
science volume 4 ecological settings and processes in developmental systems is centrally
concerned with the people conditions and events outside individuals that affect children
and their development to understand children s development it is both necessary and
desirable to embrace all of these social and physical contexts guided by the relational
developmental systems metatheory the chapters in the volume are ordered them in a
manner that begins with the near proximal contexts in which children find themselves and
moving through to distal contexts that influence children in equally compelling if less
immediately manifest ways the volume emphasizes that the child s environment is complex
multi dimensional and structurally organized into interlinked contexts children actively
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contribute to their development the child and the environment are inextricably linked and
contributions of both child and environment are essential to explain or understand
development understand the role of parents other family members peers and other adults
teachers coaches mentors in a child s development discover the key neighborhood
community and institutional settings of human development examine the role of activities
work and media in child and adolescent development learn about the role of medicine law
government war and disaster culture and history in contributing to the processes of human
development the scholarship within this volume and as well across the four volumes of this
edition illustrate that developmental science is in the midst of a very exciting period there
is a paradigm shift that involves increasingly greater understanding of how to describe
explain and optimize the course of human life for diverse individuals living within diverse
contexts this handbook is the definitive reference for educators policy makers researchers
students and practitioners in human development psychology sociology anthropology and
neuroscience
Collected papers on finitist mathematics and phenomenalism 2019-05-27 this volume
provides a multi disciplinary perspective on grit its measurement manifestation and
development specifically it provides a comprehensive and balanced response to critiques
associated with the construct within the contemporary positive psychological literature
these critiques revolve around the lack of consensus in the conceptualisation measurement
and management of grit as well as consensus on its difference from other psychological
constructs such as conscientiousness diligence or determination therefore this volume
thoroughly reappraises and consolidates the nature function measurement and implications
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of grit in order to effectively advance the science of achievement it looks at grit scales
developed in various countries and evaluates the concept in various aspects of life from
work performance to sports written by a team of multi disciplinary experts in fields ranging
from neuroscience sociology and education to human resource management and
psychology this volume firmly positions grit within the discipline of positive psychology s
nomological lexicon
The SAGE Handbook of Comparative Studies in Education 1989 demonstrates how
research on child care can become used as ammunition in fierce media public debates
Prediction of Grades in College Mathematics Courses as a Component of the
Placement Validity of SAT-mathematics Scores 2018-04-20 this highly accessible and
innovative text with supporting web site uses excel r to teach the core concepts of
econometrics without advanced mathematics it enables students to use monte carlo
simulations in order to understand the data generating process and sampling distribution
intelligent repetition of concrete examples effectively conveys the properties of the
ordinary least squares ols estimator and the nature of heteroskedasticity and
autocorrelation coverage includes omitted variables binary response models basic time
series and simultaneous equations the authors teach students how to construct their own
real world data sets drawn from the internet which they can analyze with excel r or with
other econometric software the accompanying web site with text support can be found at
wabash edu econometrics
The Underrepresentation of Women in Science: International and Cross-
Disciplinary Evidence and Debate 1985 numerical weather prediction nwp is the current
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state of art methodology to provide weather prediction at different spatial and time scales
to serve user community the nwp uses a modeling system built up adopting the
mathematical equations governing atmospheric motion incorporating the physical
processes through parameterization methods solved applying numerical methods and
carrying out large number crunching calculations on high speed computers the nwp
products have their application in agriculture aviation transport tourism sports industry
health energy and many other social sectors several decision support systems of disaster
management and risk assessment are dependent on meteorological information from nwp
products the purpose of this book is to present the basics of nwp in lucid form to those who
seek an overview of the science of modern weather prediction print edition not for sale in
south asia india sri lanka nepal bangladesh pakistan or bhutan
Nonlinear Prediction Ladder-filters for Higher-order Stochastic Sequences 1999 this book
presents machine learning and type 2 fuzzy sets for the prediction of time series with a
particular focus on business forecasting applications it also proposes new uncertainty
management techniques in an economic time series using type 2 fuzzy sets for prediction
of the time series at a given time point from its preceding value in fluctuating business
environments it employs machine learning to determine repetitively occurring similar
structural patterns in the time series and uses stochastic automaton to predict the most
probabilistic structure at a given partition of the time series such predictions help in
determining probabilistic moves in a stock index time series primarily written for graduate
students and researchers in computer science the book is equally useful for researchers
professionals in business intelligence and stock index prediction a background of
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undergraduate level mathematics is presumed although not mandatory for most of the
sections exercises with tips are provided at the end of each chapter to the readers ability
and understanding of the topics covered
Guidance of Latino High School Students in Mathematics and Career Identity Development
2013-05-02
Handbook of Self-Regulatory Processes in Development 2008-06-24
The SAGE Handbook of Personality Theory and Assessment 1959
Achievement-Related Motives in Children 2016-03-18
Creativity 101, Second Edition 2015-03-31
Handbook of Child Psychology and Developmental Science, Ecological Settings and
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